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MATHEf4ATI seHE S FORSCHUNGS I NSTI TUT OBERWOL FACH

Tag u n g s b e r c h t

Mathematische Optimierung

6.1. bis 12.1.1985

Die mathematische Optimierung hat.als Teilgebiet der angewandten Mathe

matik in den letzten Jahren eine immer weiter zunehmende Bedeutung ge- .

wonnen und befindet sich in einer Entwicklung, deren Verlauf noch nicht

abzusehen ist. So stieß auch die diesJährige, nun schon fast zur Tradi

tion gewordene Tagung über Mathematische Optimierung in Oberwolfach

auf lebhaftes Interesse unter den Kollegen im In- und Ausland. Unter der

Leitung der Herre~ B. Korte (Bonn) und K. Ritter (München) trafen sich

Teilnehmer aus 12 Ländern, um Probleme der mathematischen Optimierung zu

diskutieren und eigene Forschungsresultate vorzustellen.

Die 48 Einzelvorträge beschäftigten sich mit Fragen, die das ga"nze

Spektrum der Optimierungstheorie ansprachen. Dabei kamen Problemstel

lungen der diskreten oder kombinatorischen Optimierung in gleichem

Maße zum Ausdruck wie Problemstellungen der stetigen Optimierung. Das

zentrale Thema war, die algorithmische Lösbarkeit von Optimierurigs

problemen zu untersuchen, bzw. neue Lösungsmethoden zu .entwickeln. Neben

konkreten Problemen, z.B. aus ~er Signaltheorie, der Physik und der

Verkehrssteuerung, standen auch methodische Fragen ganzer Problem

klassen im Vordergund. Die Vorträge beinhalteten etwa neue Ergebniss~

über Schnittebenenverfahten, Netzwerkalgorithmen und Updateverfahren he~

nichtlinearen Programmen ebenso wie neue Verfahren zur quadratischen

und semi-infiniten Programmierung (für einen umfassenderen Uherblick sei

auf die beigefügten Vortragsauszüge verwiesen). Zusätzlich wurde an

einem Abend ein unformelles Seminar abgehalten, das dem neuen Algo

rithmus zur Lösung linearer Programme gewidmet war und sich eines

besonders regen Zuspruchs erfreute.
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Die Veranstalter und Teilnehmer sind dem Mathematischen Forschungs

institut Oberwolfach sehr dankbar, ohne dessen Gastfreündschaft der

Erfolg dieser Tagung nicht denkbar gewesen wäre.

Zum Schluß sei auch sonst Unbenennbares erwähnt: der Mittwoch

nachmittagsspaziergang mußte ausfallen. Der ungewöhnlich eisige Frost

hatte sogar das Heizöl der Pension Rauber "einfrieren" lassen.

Vortragsauszüge

A. BACHEM: Extension lattices of matroids and oriented matroids

The point extensions of a matroid M are in one-one correspondence to

the set of all linear subclasses of M which, ordered by inclusion,

form the so-called extension lattice of M. Two matroids are said to

be extension equivalent if their extension lattices are isomorphie. In

this joint work with W. Kern we show that for two extension equivalent

(oriented) matroids M and MI of equal rank, M* .is an adjoint of

M if M* i5 an adjoint of MI and use this result to prove: M is

representable over the field F iff MI iso We also report on the

"stieky conjeetureU of Turzik and Poljak which states that a geometrie

lattice is modular iff any two of its extensions ean·be glued together.

It is known for rank 3 geometries and we show that it suffices to

consider rank 4' geometries which do not have an Uintersection property".

F. BARAHONA: Compositions in the acyclic subdigraph polytope

Given a digraph 0 that is a 2-sum of two digraphs D, and O2,

we characterise a system of linear inequalities that define the acyclic

subdigraph polytope of 0, provided that sueh systems are known for

0, and 02. This fact is used to characterise this polytope for

symmetrie digraphs not eontractible to K3,3.

(jointly with A. R. Mahjoub)
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M. J. REST: ~ guanratic programming algorithm

An algorithm is presented wh~ch determines a global optimum of an

n-dimensional convex quadratic programming problem anrl a strong 10ca1

minimum of a nonconvex problem. At each iteration. the methon main

tains a set of conjugate directions which span the space orthogonal

to the gradients of the active constraints. These conjugate directions

are used to construct the Newton direction at each step. A Householder

transformation is used to modify the conjugate directions when a

previously inactive constraint bec9mes active. The updating at each

iteration requires 0(n2) arithmetic operations.

R.f. BIXBY: On minors of 3-connected matroids

We consider the problem to find minors of a given matroid which contain

a specified element and~are isomorphic to a given minor.

(jointly with C.R. Coullard)

R.E. RURKARO: Traffic matrix decomposition for multiple

access systems

In communication satel1ites and other time-division multiple access

systems the p~ob1em arises to decompose a given (n x n)-matrix in a

weighted sum of permutation matrices such that the sum of the weights

becomes minimal. For finding an optimal solution for this problem.

Birkhoff's theorem can pe used. If the decomposition is restricted to n

matrices the problem turns out to be NP-hard (F. Reind1). If a fixed set

of permutation matrices is used (e.g. 2n such matrices), an-optimal

solution for this modified problem can be found by solving an assignment

problem. This approach can be generalizerl by admitting arhitrary Boolean

matrices in the decomposition. The optimal weights turn out to be the

values of dual variables in a special max flow min cost network f10w
problem.
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V. CHVATAL: Perfeet graphs

A relaxation and special cases of the strong perfect graph conjecture

are discussed.

A.R. CONN: Semi-infinite programming

We describe" an exact penalty function for semi-infinite programming. The. •

function is a genera1isation of the exact 1, penalty function for

nonlinear programming and may be used as a merit function for semi-

infinite programming methods. The theoretica1 resu1ts are based essen-

tially upon results given in the case of the 1, penalty function,

comp1icated by the presence of an infinite number of constraints. The

proofs are constructive and they give rise direct1y to an imp1emented

a1gorithm.

Nevertheless, some undesirab1e properties of the genera1ised exact

penalty function lead us to consider an approach based upon a non-exact

penalty function for which the usua11y associated asymptotic i11

conditioned problems can be avoided by a suitable rearrangement of the

required a1gebraic systems that need to be solved.

W; COOK: Sensitivity resu1ts in integer linear programming

We consider integer linear programming problems with a fi~ed coefficient

matrix and varying objective function and right-hand-side vector: Among

our results, we show that, for any optimal solution to a linear program .

maxI wx : Ax :s b}, the di stance to the nearest opt ima1 so1ut ion to the

corresponding integer program is at most the dimension of the problem

of the problem multip1ied by the 1argest subdeterminant of the integral

matrix A. Using this, we strengthen several integer programming

Itproximity" results of Blair and Jeroslow; Graver; and Wo1sey. We

also show that the Chvatal rank of a po1yhedron {x : Ax~ b} can be

bounded above by a function of the matrix A, independent of the

vector b.

(joinly with A.M.H. Gerards, A. Schrijver and E. Tardos)
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D. CRYSTAL: Tag systems: A combinatorial abstraction of

integral dependence

We propose a structure which generalizes matroids and abstracts the

notion of integral dependence of .rational vectors. Characterizations

are given for these structures when they are in fa~t matroid~ and

then when they model integral dependence exactly.

W.H. 'CUNNINGHAM: " Submodular function ~inimiz~tion

Let g be an integer-valued submodular function, defined on subsets

of an n-element set E and satisfying Ig(A) I ~ M for all ACE.
Grötschel, Lov&sz, and Schrijver discovered a~ algorithm:for finding

a minimizer of gwhich runs in time polynomial in n and log M.

Their algorithm is based on the ellipsoid methode Bixby, Cunningham, .

and Topkis found a combinatorial algorithm based on augmenting paths~

We prove that a modified ver~ion of that algorith~ ru~s in time

polynomial in n and M.

J.E~ OENNIS,Jr.: Extracting useful secant conditions

from inaccurate ones

Many successful methods for nonlinear optimization are based on quasi

Newton or secant updating of approximations to appropriate derivative

matrices. This updating involves at each step projecting" the matrix

to be updated into the affine set of matrices that satisfy an appro

priate secant equation As = y. The proper y is always subject ~o '

cancellation as the optimization procedure converges, "but sometimes the

proper y is computationally inconvenient. This talk will suggest'

some procedures for extracting a useful y from an approximation to'

a proper y •

(jointly with Ph. Vu and H. Walker)
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u. DERIGS: A primal matching algorithm

We describe a matching algorithm which has shown to be highly efficient

i. e. fast for 1arge-sca1e matchi ng "p"rob1ems o'ver dense graphs. Thi s

method can either be viewed as a two-phase shortest augmenting path

approach or as a clever implementation of the primal negative cycle

approach: Starting with an optimal matching i~ a sparse s~bgraph

obtained by applying the shortest augmenting path method the optimal

matching in the complet~ graph is constructed by scuccessively intro

ducing the missing edges and reoptimi2~ng via the shortest augmenting

path method if necessary.

w. DEUBER: Fibonacci k-nim

The following game is discuss~d: 2 players alternately take objects from

a pile. The first player takes 1~. a, < n objects. Far subsequent

moves 1 ~ a1+1 ~ ka l • The player who takes the last object is

winner. The kerne1 positions are given by generalized Fibonacci numbers

f'+1 ~ f, + min{f"j I f i ~ rf,/klJ "in particular for k = 2, f'+1= f, ...: f l - 1

For suffieiently large piles we have f l+1 = f, + fl-e(k); where
c ( k) = Q t k log k) .'

D. DE WERRA: Odd chain packings and coverings

An odd chain packing P (ocp) is a collection of edge-disjoint chains

of odd length whose e~dpoints are all distinct. The cardinality

'PI of P is the number of chains in P.

An augmenting chain theorem characterizing ocp's with maximum

cardinality is given with a straightforward extension to the

weighted case.

It is ·shown that if a graph has an ocp P, then there exists an

ocp P'with IP'f= I PI where all chains are ~lementary.

Considering odd chain coverings C (each node is the endpoint of

some chain of odd length in Cl, one can give a variation of"a

theorem 6f Berge, Norman, Rabin.

(joint work with W. Pulleyblank)

•

•
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K.-H. ELSTER: On a new concept of cone approximations in

nondifferentiable optimization

In the lecture necessary optirnality conditions for nansmooth nonconvex

optimization problems are given using the approach of 'Dubovitzkij/

Miljutin. where cone approximations of sets and generalized nifferen

tiability of extended real functions are involved. The notion of an

abstract local cone approximation K gives the possibility to in

troduce K-directional derivatives and K-subdifferentials. which are

true generalizations of the corresponding notion known from convex

analysis. By this framework optimality conditions of theJohn-type and

the Kuhn-Tucker-type can be obtained, where several interesting

results with respect to smooth resp. convex resp. Lipschitzian

optimization problems are included.

u. FAIGLE: Sorting and recognizing ordered sets

The general sorting problem consists in determining an unknown order

P under the condition P ~ Po and the general recognition

problem asks for an answer to the question Hp 1!! Po?U. Both

problems reduce to the standard sorting problem when the pattern

order Po is a c~ain. In our computational model, .we assume

the existence of an rtoracle" which gives the correct relation between

any two elements· of the underlying set. What i$ the minimal number of

calls of the oracle needed to solve the above probiems? We discuss the

general complexity of these problems and show, for example, that the

recognition problem with respect to ordered' sets of bounrled width

attain~.the information-theoretic complexity bound. Also. open problems

are presented.

(jointly with Gy. Turan)
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A. FRANK: A combinatorial application of the simultaneous

approximation a1gorithm

In combinatoria1 optimization it is often the case that a problem can

be solved in po1ynomial time when the· objective function w is integral

(or rational) but the running time depends on the s;ze ,of w.

Here we show how the existing methods can be used in certain cases to

.solve the given optimization 'problem in strongly polynomial time for

arbitrary w.

In particular, strongly polynomial algorithms are presented for the

submodular flow problem, for finding a maximum weight clique in a

perfeet graph, and for the membership.problem in a matroid po1yhedron.

(The last problem was solved earlier by W. Cunningham).

The method re1ies on the simultaneous approximation algorithm of

lenstra. lenstra and Lovasz.

(jointly with E. Tardos)

M.D. GRIGORIADIS: On fast heuristics for matching and

postman problems

We first show that the worst-case time complexity of any exact algorithm

for the minimum-weight perfeet matching problem for complete Eucl.idean

graphs with n vertices, is bounded below by n(o log n). This bound

also applies to any f(n)-approximate heuristic for this problem. Next,

we consider the undirected Chinese postman problem which is solvable in

O(n3) time. For large instances arising in practice, it is often .

advantageous to consider low-order heuristics. We propose an MST-based

heuristic and show that it produces solutions with relative error of at

most 2/0 for complete graphs. For sparse graphs, 'a-posteriori bounds

for this error are defined and they are further refined by a minimum

cast network flow computation. Experimental results with la~ge graphs of

various densities, with Euc1idean as we11 as non-Euclidean edge weights

indicate that the heuristic produces tours with attractive relative

errors.

.'
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M. GROTSCHEL: Cuts, cycles anrl spin glasses

In this talk ~e'describe recent work with F. Rarahona and·A. R.-Mahjoub

on the characterization of the polytope of bipartite subgraphs of a

graph, the polytope of cuts of a.graph arid the polytope of-cycles'in a

binary matroid. We give an excluded minor characterization of,those

binary matroids whose cycle polytope is characterized by the hypercube

and the cocircuit constraints. Finally we discuss preliminary compu

tat i ona1 resu 1ts on determi ni ng the ground states of·- spi rJ -g1ass'es ", .

(a problem in theoretical physics (phase transitions in magnetism) which

has a formulation as a combinatorial optimization proble~)~"These

results were obtained by a cutting plane algorithm for the max-cut

problem which is based on the polyhedral results f6r the cut ~olytbpe

mentioned above.

J.-B. HIRIART-URRUTY: Prolegomenon on nonconvex dualtiy: a general

formula on the conjugate of the differente of

functions

*The conjugacy operation which associates f to f ;s a key~tool in:

formulati~g variational principles i~ non-convex optimizatirirr~nd:'

calculus of variations as well'as deriving duality schemes for such
. * *

problems~ Calculating f' in terms of f i when f has been

constructed from other . f. constitute the body of calculus
1

rules on conjugate functions. Dur a·im here ;s t·o g'ive the exact '* --
expression of'(g-h) , h convex, in its nost general setting. We

thereby shed a new light on Toland's duality results associating
* * * *inf{g(x)-h(x)} and in~ {h (x ) - g (x )}.

x Xl'"

E.L. JOHNSDN: Mappings and liftings for group and semigroup

problems

We study pairs of polyhedra related by a mapping having certain

properties. The mapping'gives a way of lifting valid inequalities from
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one polyhedron to the other. The two main questions of interest are:

(1) when do facets in the image lift back to facets in the original

polyhedron; and (2) which facets of the ~riginal polyhedron carne from

such liftings. Examples are taken from covering and partitioning

problems. We show some sufficient conditions for facets from the group

relaxation to give facets for the integer programming problem.

P. KALL: Approximations to stochastic linear programs with recourse

The problems to be solved are of the type

(1)

(2)

(3)

where

min {c'x_+ Q(x) I Ax ~ b. x ~ O}

Q(x) = E Q(x. ~(w»

Q(x. ~(w» = infy {q'y I Wy = h(w) - T(w)x, y ~ C}

~(r;) = (h(w), T(w»~

and W is assumed to be a complete fixed recourse matrix. Since for

. discrete distributions· of ~(w) problem (1) is a linear program

with dual decomposition structure, we approximate ~(w) in a particular

way such that we get lower and upper bounds for (2) and hence (1) by

the Jensen inequality and by the Edmundson-Madansky inequality respec

tively. Computational tests have been made for various strategies of

discretizing ~(w), the results of which are reported.

B. KORTE: Pivoting, connectivity and hornotopy properties

Pivoting, i.e. exchanging exactly one element in a basis. is a

fundamental step in the simplex algorithm for linear programming. This

operation has a combinatorial analogue in matroids and greedoids. We

call two bases of a·matroid of a greedoid adjacent if they differ by

exactly one element. The operation of obtaining from a given basis an

adjacent one is called pivoting or basis deformation. The adjacency

•
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relation of bases gives rise to a graph which wewill call the bases

graph. It is an easy consequence of the bases exchange axiom of matroids

that the bases graph for any matroid is connected. This is no longer

true for greedoids. We introduce an appropriate c~nnectiv~ty definition

for greedoids.

Theorem: The basis graph of a two-connected greedoid ;s connected.

For shelling structures (= special classes of gre~doids) this result is

true in general. For k-connectiv~ty we have to use homotopy theory in

order to get s imi 1ar resu 1ts. We g~t resu 1ts· ,li ke thi s:

Theorem: The cha; n comp1ex of domi nat i ng sets (or feas i b1e sets) .o~ a

k-connected greedoid is (k-2)-connected.

Theorem: The convex ce11 comp1ex of, bas i s (ba ses .'po1yh~d~on) o.f ",

k-connected interval greedoid is (k-2)-connected.

(jointly with A. Bjö~ner andL. Lov&sz).

w. KRABS: On the determination of the warst sampling error in a

system for pulse-amplitude-modulated signals

The system for pulse-amplitude-modulated signals consists of ~

transmitter, a channel, a receiver and a sampler. It picks up discrete

signals at a fixed ,time distance and modulates them into a continuous

signal which is sampled behind the receiver'in form of discrete signals

aga;n at xhe same time distance. If the sampling is done with a random

error, the transfer function of the system can be·chosen in such a,way

as to mini~ize the mean square error of the sampled signals in

comparison with the input signals. The purpose of the lecture is to

study the worst~case where the.sampling e~rqr is such tha~ the

corresponding least mean square error becomes maximal.
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c. LEMARECHAL: On first order "approximation of convex-valued

multifunctions

Let G(x) be a multi-application, with G(x) convex for all x; suppose we

want to solve 0 E G(x)(G(x) could be.the approximate subdifferential

of a convex function to be minimized).

A Newton method needs to define a first-order approximation of

G(x + d) near x, to obtain an iterative sequence xn+1 = xn + d.

We give some results about ·such approximations, where the support
. 0

function to G and the "contingent deri~ativell (introduced by Aubin)

are central.

TH. M. LIEBLING: Steiner's problem on 2-trees

We examine special cases of Steiner1s problem that yield efficient

algorithms and polyhedral descriptions. One such example is St~inerls

problem on two-trees. The approach,shows a possible connection between

problems amenable to efficient dynamic programming algorithms and

such that have a simple polyhedral description.

L. lOVASZ: A non-linear relaxation of vertex packing

In this joint work with M. Grätschel and A. Schrijver, we consider a

non-polyhedral convex set TH(G) for every graph G, which includes

the vertex packing polytope and is contained in the fractional vertex

packing polytope. The two important properties of TH(G) are:(1) The

antiblocker of TH(G) is just TH(G), where Gis the complementary graph

of G. (2) One can optimize any linear objective function over TH(G) in

polynomial time. This latter result implies that maximum weight stable

sets can be found in perfect graphs in polynomial time.

•

•
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T.L. MAGNANTI: When do nonlinear programming algorithms salve

variational inegualities?

We consider the convergence of nonlinear programrning algorithms adapted

to solve systems of equations and variational inequality. probJems like

those that arise in the analysis of transportation and economic.

equilibria. We assume that the underlying problem mapping is monQtone,

but not necessarily a gradient mapping. (If it is a gradientmapping,

then the variational inequality problem is equivalent to a convex

minimization problem.) We discuss conditions on the problem mapping

under whieh the analogu~ of steepest descent eonverges for asymmetrie

systems of equations, and a eontraeting ellipsoid algorithm eonverges

for variational inequalities. The results help to explain the role of

symmetry in solving variational inequalities'and systems of equations as

equivalent eonvex optimization problems.

o. L. MANGASARIAN: Soluting bounos in mathematical programming

Solution bounds are given for linear programs, monotone linear· and

nonlinear complementarity problems. Essentially it will be shown that

feasibility implies boundedness of some solution components. In addition

explieit numerical bounds on .Lagrange multipliers of stationary:points

of nonconvex differentiable programs will be given in terms of·a .. '

standard eonstraint qualification. Finally bounds on polyhedra will

be given by means of solving a single linear program~ It will. also be

shown that finding the largest element of the polyhedron using any

p-norm for integer p ~ 1 is an NP-complete problem.

(jointly in part with L. MeLinden and T.~H. Shia~)

L. MeLINDEN: Variational inegualities, monotone operators and

stability

Variational inequalities assoeiated with monotone operators (possibly

nonlinear and multivalued) and eonvex sets (possibly unbounded) are

studied in reflexive Banach spaees. A variety of results are given whieh
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relate to astability concept involving a natural parameter. These

include characterizations useful as criteria for stable existence of

solutions and also several characterizations of surjectiv;ty. The

monotone complementarity problem ;s covered as a special case, and the

results are sharpened for linear monotone complementarity and for

generalized linear programming. The proofs make some use of new tool

theorems concerning the maximality and the range of the sum of two

monotone operators.

J. J. MORE: Software for estimating sparse Hessian matrices:

a graph coloring approach

The solution of a nonlinear optimization problem often requires an

estimate of the Hessian matrix for a function f. In large sGale problems

the Hessian matrix i5 usually sparse, and then estimation by differences

of gradients is attractive because the number of differences can be

small compared to the dimension of the problem. For example, the number

of differences is not more than the semi-bandwidth of the Hessian

matrix. In t~;s tal~ we show that the estimation problem has a natural

graph coloring interpr-etation, and that this point of view leads' to

efficient algorithms and software. We then describe a set of subroutines

whose purpose is to estimate the Hessian matrix with the least possible

number of gradient differences. The emphasis of the talk is on the ideas

and open problems which surround the software and not on the

implementation details of the software.

D. PALLASCHKE: The steepest descent method for guasi-differentiable

optimization problems

The problem to determine E-stationary points of quasi-differentiable

optimization problems is considered. Based on a notion of E-differen

tiabilitya gradient-type solution method is introduced.

•

•
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M.J.D. POWEll: Recursive guadratic programming and differentiable

exact penalty functions for constrained optimization

We consiper the use of Fletcher's differentiable exact penalty function

as a line search function in'a REQP algorithm for constrained

optimization. An obvious difficulty is that descent conditions involve

second derivatives of the functions of the main calculation. Therefore

suitable difference approximations are introduced, which allow global

convergence to be achieved using only first derivatives of the objective

and constraint functions. Some numerical results are given, but the work

so far is only for the case where all constraints are equalities.

(jointly with Y. Yuan)

A. PREKOPA: Algorlthmic solutions of stochastic network design

problems

In this talk we discuss the planning problem for electrical power plants

and w~ter reservoirs with respect to stochastic consumption.

Oiscretization of the problem yields an algorithmic solution for

practical problems in Hungary. In particular, we generalize the Gale

Hoffman conditions for feasi?le flows to electrical.networks, where

the special constraints imposed by physical conditions are taken into

account.

W.R. PULLEYBlANK: Minimum weight 2-connected spanning networks

Consider a set V of vertices with a nonnegative symmetric distance

functi~n defined which satisfies. the triangle inequality. We wish to

construct a 2-connected spanning subgraph for which the surn of the

distances of "the edges is minimized. (Note that, ~nder these

conditions, there exists· a minimum cost 2-edge connected graph which is

2-vertex connected.)

We characterize the structure of the optimum solutions to .the problem

and show that if there exists a solution of value v, then there exists a
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solution to the co"rresponding travelling salesman problem of value at

most 4/3 v. We also show that the worst case bound (3/2) of

Christofides· heuristic for the travelling salesman problem is the same

when his algorithm is applied to this problem. (This extends earlier

work of Fredrickson and Ja'Ja'.)

(jointly with C.L. Monma and B.S. Munson)

C. RICHTER: Hybrid methods of nonlinear programming

The paper discusses hybrid methods of nonlinear programming. The

coupling of methods. the construction of hybrid directions and

principles of regularization are considered from the view-point of the

guarantee of desirable numerical porperties.

S. M. ROBINSON: ~ framework for looking at nonlinear programming

We present a conceptual framework for analyzing nonlinear programming

problems. It is based on simple geometrie insights. and it allows all

major analytical properties of both linear and nonlinear programming

problems to be recovered in a unified way. without resort to special

devices. It also permits us to establish additional results not

previously known. Some of these new results will be presented here.

K. SCHITTKOWSKI: Same remarks on optimization software

First some general remarks illustrate typical features of mathematical

programrning software coming from commercial institutions~ libraries. or

academic institutions. More detailed information will be given on linear

and integer programrning and. in particular, on the main areas in

nonlinear programming. One of the conclusions of the author is that

future nonlinear prograrnrning software will contain decision support

systems. model ~uilders. report writers. etc .• comparable to the

situation we have now in linear programming. to faeilitate the seareh

for a suitable algorithm. the eonstruction of the underlying

•

•
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mathematical model, its numerical solution, and the processing 6f"the

obtained results. As an example~ same details of a special nonlinear

programm; ng system wi 11 be presen"ted, wh i ch i s deve 1oped' at pre'sent at

the University of Bayreuth.

R. SCHRADER: On simplicial elimination in combinatorial structures"·

In thi s joi nt work wi th U. Fa i g1e and O. Goecke a genera1 .setti ng for

simplicial elimination in combinatorial structures is introduced. It is

shown that any two simplicially irreducible kernels are isomorpic. This

implies known results about perfect elimination bipartite ~raphst

chordal graphs, strongly chordal graphs and crown-free ordered sets.

We furthermore discuss how the concept of simplicial elimination relates

to transposition greedoids.

A. SCHRIJVER:, Vertex packing and cutting planes

The vertex packing problem: given an undirected graph G =. (V, E)- arid"'a

weight function v.: V+ ~+ ,find a cocliQue of ma.ximumweight,. ,is

NP-complete. We discuss several relaxations of this problem. each giving
. -'; . .' > . ~

rise to an upper bound far the problem, which can be. used in a branch-
_. I •• p.

and-b.ound procedure for the vertex pack i ng prob1em. Some of tnese. upper
~ ... :'.' t ~+

bounds can be computed in polynomial time. The r~sults are rela~eQ to

cutting plane theory, and as a side result we have t·hat· ..eac"h·.ma.t~ix h.as

f~nite Chvital rank. We give some classes of matrices with ~~vit~j rank
1, again yielding relaxations of ~he ver~ex pac'ldn~ ·pr~bl.·em.. . 'C;'

(jointly with W.J. Cook, A.M.H. Gerards, M.' Grätschel, L.~ LoJa~z,' ~'''D.
Seymour, E. Tardos and K. Truemper) , ' ... ' :'_:'.~.:..'

~.~ . ~r.

D. SHANNO: Newton's method and variants for robust regression .'

Robust regression estimates regression parameters ß.:, 'i =1,.:.,n lJy
1

minimizing'a lass function which gives less weight to data points

corresponding to large residuals. This is done to lessen the influence
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on the parameter estimates of possib1y contaminated data. Inherent in

the problem is the problem of estimating a sca1e factor which determines

whieh residua1s are 1arge. The talk describes how Newtonls method and

iterative1y reweighted least squares can be used to simu1taneous1y

estimate both the ßIS and the scale factor. Computationa1 resu1ts show

that Newton's method eonverges generally very rapidlyon both the

Huber and biweight 10ss funetions for two different scale factors. the

median absolute value of the residua1s and the Winsorized variance.

J. STOER: Three simple observations on seguentia1 guadratic

programming methods

Sequentia1 quadratic programrning methods for solving a non1i~ear program

(P) min f(x)

x : g(x) = 0

generate a sequence {x!) by means of an iterati'on v k+1 := xk + sk -. ! k(x k),

~here sk is an optimal solution of a quadratic program

(Pk) min (Df(xkJs + 1/2 sTBk s I g(x k) + Dg(xk)s = Ol,

de~end;ng on xk and a symmetrie matrix Bk = Br " The Kuhn-Tucker (K.T.)

poin~s x* of (P) are fixed points. ~k(x*) = x*. The eonvergence behaviour

of the iteration. near a K.T. point x* is studied by ~na1yzing the Jaeobian

D~k(~*) of ~k. In this way. one ean show that for pos. def. Bk =_B, The
K.T. points x+ satisfying the 2nd order suffieieney eondition for a

min~mum of (P) are attractive fixed points, where the K.T. points x* ~
vio~atin~ the 2nd order necessary condition for a minimum of (P) a~e

repulsive fixed points of tbe iteration xk+1 = ~(xk).

Moreover, using the exp1icit formu1ae for" ~~k(x*) 'one obtains rather

simple pro~f of the Boggs-Tolle-Wang (1981) criterion for the Q-superlinear

convergenee of the {x k} (i.e. 11 "k+1-x*" / IIxk - x*1I .. '0), and of the
Powe11-criterion (1978) for the 2-step Q-superlinear convergence of the

{x k} (i.e. Ilx k+1 - x*~1 / Ilx k._1 - x*". -+- C) •.
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R. TAPIA: Secant updates for constrained optimization

In this talk we investigate the use of BFGS secant update in the SQ?

secant method for constrained optimization when the Hessian is not

assumed to be positive definite. ~We derive a new secant ~pdate and

show how the augmented Lagrangian can be used in an effective ·manner.

E. TARDOS: A strongly polynomial algorithm.for combinatorial

.1 i near programs.

Khachiyan and recently Karmarkar gave polynomial algorithms to solve the

linear programming problem. These algorithms have a smal1 theoretical

drawback, namely, ·the number 9f arithmetic steps depends on the size of

the input numbers. Here we present a po1ynomi all i nea r' programmi ng

algorithm whose number of arithmetic steps depends on1y on the size of

the numbers in the constraint matrix. but ;s independent of the size of

the numbers in the right hand side and objective.

In particular, it ~iv~s. an algorithm for the minimum cost flow and

multicommodity flow problems whose number of arithmetic steps is.

independ~nt of the size of the input numbers.

The a1gorithm makes use of any. known polynomial linear programming

algorithm.

G. TINHOFER: Graph isomorphism, doubly sto~hastic matrices and

linear programming

Graph Isomorphism is one of the rare prob~em c1asses.which have not been

proved either to belong to P or to be NP-complete. I consider a

relaxatio~ of the isomorphism relation between undirected graphs which

is polynomially decidable. Two grapns GA and Ga are called

ds-isomorphic iff there is a dou~ly stochastic matrix X - such that

XA = BX holds where A and Bare the adjacency matrices of .G
A

and
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GB • It is shown that
. (a) the vertex number, the edge number and the sorted degree vector

form an (in some sense) complete set of invariants with respect

to this weaker isomorphism relation,

(h) the polytop PA,B consisting of all ds-isomorphisms between

GA and GB has nonintegral vertices if the 'degree partition'

of A (respectively B) is not the automorphism partition

(c) if GA is a tree, the PA,A is the convex hull of the

automorphisms of GA. This statement can be considered as a ~

generalization of Rirkhoff's well known theorem on doubly stochastic ~

matrices.

L. E. TROTTER: Polynomial time computation of Hermite normal

form using modu10 determinant arithmetic

Traditional algorithms for computing the Hermite normal form of an

integral matrix are known to exhibit dramatic growth in the size of

numeric data over the course of the computation. We present algorithms

which perform thi~ computation using modulo arithmetic. The modulus

for arithmetic computation can be taken as the determinant of the

original matrix (assumed square and nonsingular, with no loss in

generality). It follows that intermediate numeric entries are bounded in

size (number of bits) by n(10g2n + 10g2a), Where n i5 the

dimension of the original matrix and a is the magnitude of its largest

entry. The algorithms presented are thus polynomially time bounded.

(jointly with P. Domich and R. Kannan)

V.K. VUJCIC: An interior global1y convergent semiinfinite

programming method

A discretization method for solving semiinfinite programming problems

of the type

min f(x), X {Xt Rn I c(x,t) ~ 0, € Cl

x € X
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where ( C Rr i s compact, f cont i nuous, c convex wi th respect

to x and satisfies Lipschitz condition with respect to t, is proposed.

The method generates feasib1e sequence of points whose cluster points

are solutions to the problem. The main idea behind th~ method is to use
, ."

analytic information' about the constraint function c -in order to refine

the discretization. Under additional assumptians on the' constraint

function c and the index set C computational complexity and numerical

stability of the method are analyzed. Some numerical resu1ts are also

presented.

M. YUf: On the unified approaches in nonlinear programming

There are quite a lot of algorithms in nonlinear programming unified~~ -'

approaches to them are necessary. There are two such approaches: the

point-to-set mapping theory fram Zangwill (1969) and the ~aram~tric

theory fram Huang (1969). Dur talk is about t~o aspects:. (i)- by intro~

ducing a 1-increasing fami1y of point-to-set maps and 'establishing~a

theory, to prove that Zangwi 11 1 sand Hua rd 1 S (1975) theori es are,. . .

included in it, and to show, by examples, that they are its' real special

cases; (ii) Huang's theory and others fo11owing it are dealing with

unconstraine~ optimization problems. We estab1ish a theory to ~ea1. w~t~.

the" constrai ned case' and show, by examples, t,~at many '. kriQ~n a19or{thms..:

are included in it.

Berichte~statter: U. Faigle (Bann)

.':.' ..
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